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Parents evaluation : Thank you to all friends who participated in the LTT mobility 
in Bray/Dublin – Ireland . It was a new and great experience for our  children and 
also for us. It is the first time our organization is involved in a European project. 
Our children had a great opportunity to  meet new friends for other countries and 
learn about their customs and culture. It was a really great experience both for 
children and for parents that thanks to this project everybody experienced 
« Inclusive Social Dialogue» at different levels.  
 

1)Did your daughter/son enjoyed the ERASMUS + DIRES meeting Esplanade Hotel 
in Bray  ? Explain :  
 
All the students enjoyed this meeting because they met new friends and shared 
great moments with them –  during the workshop activities, during the excursions, 
during the culture night and also when they spent the free time with them 
sightseeing Dublin and Powerscourt Waterfalls. They wish they participated to each 
mobility if it was possible.  
  

2)Different students were participating : Age (7-18), Situation 
(disabled/mainstream students), Origin  
(5 countries/6 schools), Languages (5). Did your daughter/son appreciate 
interacting with them ? 
 



Our kids didn’t look forward to doing this experience in Bray/ Dublin, to meeting 
new friends and sharing opinions. They  were a bit worried especially for the 
language, because it is also a barrier but they didn’t have any problems because 
they had a good opportunity to improve the language (one of the goal of the project 
for us). They  are interacting  on Face Book group « DIRES » , WhatsApp, Instagram 
too . 
 
 
3)What do you think your daughter/son get from this European experience ? 
Explain briefly : 
Thanks to this experience their kids are : 
 more selfconfident 
more respectful 
happier 
more interested in studying 
They also have : 
new interests 
new competences 
new friends at school and in Europe 
better contacts with teachers 
 
4)Which obstacles/difficulties have you met before, during, after the mobility? And 
your daughter/son ? Explain 
A bit worried before the LTT but no problem during and after the meeting. They are 
so happy now and always tell about this great experience. 

 
5)Write 6 Keywords to summit the DIRES project and your impressions as parents :  
Happiness                              New culture and customs 
Self confidence                     Integration 
Respect                                  Friendship 
 
6)Do you think the DIRES project is important for the school? Can you write a short 
explanation ?  

It was a great chance for the children to be involved in the project . They had the 
possibilty to meet new friends of different ages, culture and situations. They met 
some SENs  and they spent great moments with them and shared opinions and ideas 



too. This kind of project helps not only students but also parents to have a new 
vision of the world and improve new skills. 

All the parents are greatful to all European  DIRES team. 

Thank you for everything from the Italian team coordinated by A.F. Mungiello 

The project has been funded with support from the European Commission 
 

 


